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Abstract An efficient exploitation of Distributed
Computing Infrastructures (DCIs) is needed to deal
with the data deluge that the scientific community
is facing, in particular the Astrophysics one due to
the emerging Square Kilometre Array (SKA) tele-
scope that will reach data rates in the exascale domain.
Hence, Science Gateways are being enriched with
advanced tools that not only enable the scientists to
build their experiments but also to optimize their adap-
tation to different infrastructures. In this work we
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present a method, called “two-level workflow sys-
tem”, to build this kind of tools and we apply it to a set
of analysis tasks of interest for some use applications
to the SKA. This method uses the Software-as-a-
Service model to keep the scientists insulated from
technical complexity of DCIs, and the COMPSs pro-
gramming model to achieve an efficient use of the
computing resources.
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1 Introduction

The development and use of Distributed Computing
Infrastructures (DCIs) has been mostly driven by the
increasing demand for computational power in scien-
tific applications. This has necessitated in many cases
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adapting codes to the specific computing platform also
forcing the scientists to be aware of technical charac-
teristics of the platform [1]. This situation is far from
ideal given the data deluge faced nowadays by the sci-
entific community in general, and by Astrophysics in
particular.

Science Gateways (SGs) have been developed with
the aim of providing users with friendly tools that
ease the interaction with computing infrastructures.
They allow users to interact with applications ported
to the DCIs, create workflows built upon these appli-
cations, reuse workflows shared by other users and
access advanced data browsing and visualisation tools
or portlets that ease the customization of applications.
In these environments, two user categories can be dis-
tinguished: end-users and application developers. The
latter are responsible for adapting scientific software
to the DCI and providing the former with the nec-
essary blocks to build their use cases. Application
developers deal with scientific applications that are
sequential in some cases and that are not optimized
to profit from the capabilities of DCIs. Tools like
COMPSs [2] or Dispel4py [3] facilitate the exploita-
tion of the inherent parallelism of these applications.
They are able to discover dependencies among appli-
cation tasks, submitting them to DCIs as concurrently
as possible and with minimal transformation of the
original code.

The framework WS-PGRADE/gUSE [4, 5] has
been used to develop several Science Gateways, such
as MoSGrid [6] in the field of Life Science, and
VisIVO [7] and CTA Science Gateway [8] in Astro-
physics. In MoSGrid, Information Technology (IT)
skilled users implement services and workflows for
molecular simulations which can be reused by scien-
tists to build their own experiments. VisIVO gathers
a set of workflows that run on DCIs for visualising
large-scale astrophysical datasets. It offers portlets to
ease parameter-setting of workflows, allowing users
to adapt them to their needs or use them as templates
to build new ones. CTA Science Gateway provides a
desktop environment that allows exploiting the graphi-
cal interface as provided natively by the tools included
in this SG. The 1BioVeL project provides a different
approach. It exploits the advantages of the Software
as a Service (SaaS) model, implementing a set of

1https://www.biovel.eu/

web services that interface several biological applica-
tions and that can be combined by end-users using
the workflow management system Taverna Work-
bench [9]. BioVeL users can also share their work-
flows through the myExperiment portal [11] or the
2BiodiversityCatalogue. In the Astrophysics domain,
the HELIO project [10] also follows this approach
and provides this community with workflows that
implement new and more complex functionalities.

In Astronomy, the 3International Virtual Obser-
vatory Alliance (IVOA) promotes the development
of the Virtual Observatory (VO)4, a web-distributed
interoperable data network using common standards
for data publishing, discovery and sharing. Moreover,
efforts are being undertaken inside IVOA to promote
standards for computational service access and inter-
operability. IVOA standards are widely used by the
Astronomy community to build web services for data
management, known as VO services. This makes the
development of Science Gateways in Astrophysics
easier, taking advantage of available standardised
datasets and tools.

The astronomical community is currently working
on the design of the infrastructure for managing the
heavy and complex datasets that the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) will generate. SKA is an instrument that
once built, will be the world’s largest scientific infras-
tructure on Earth. It will be completed around 2028,
when it will be able to generate up to 10 exabytes
of data per day. Therefore, SGs in Astronomy require
high capacity computing and networking resources
in order to empower data management services com-
pliant with IVOA standards, as well as advanced
tools for the reduction and analysis of large datasets.
The SKA pathfinder projects are working on build-
ing more efficient pipelines to reduce the data - i.e.
to transform the stream of raw data into science-ready
data - applying Big Data techniques among others.
An illustrative example involves a project running
in the LOFAR (LOw Frequency ARray) radiotele-
scope. It stores data in an HPC cluster specifically
designed to support data-intensive work. These data
are accessed through a MonetDB database that accel-
erates an automated pipeline aimed towards detecting

2https://www.biodiversitycatalogue.org/
3http://www.ivoa.net
4Note that the abbreviation VO is not for Virtual Organisation
as commonly it is used

https://www.biovel.eu/
https://www.biodiversitycatalogue.org/
http://www.ivoa.net
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transient sources [12]. The Astro-WISE information
system [13] provides an environment where LOFAR
data are processed, stored and managed across hetero-
geneous computing resources including a Grid node.
This environment can be considered as an SG focused
on data reduction. However, effort is still required to
improve the tools for analysing and visualising large
volumes of science-ready data. Analysis and visualisa-
tion tools should be incorporated as well into environ-
ments where a wider user community can access them.
Along this line we find CyberSKA [14], a collabo-
rative web portal for radio astronomy that provides
access to several data management and visualisation
tools.

As part of our efforts to provide astronomers with
advanced tools that facilitate the efficient exploitation
of DCIs, in this work we have focused on those SG
blocks dedicated to data analysis. Data management
as well as pipelines for data reduction are beyond the
scope of this paper. We have designed these SG blocks
by adopting an approach, used in the Life Sciences
domain where computing and scientific applications
are made available as-a-Service as well as empowered
by COMPSs to achieve an efficient exploitation of the
computing resources [15]. COMPSs orchestrates in a
workflow the tasks involved in the service, submit-
ting them as concurrently as possible to DCIs. The
COMPSs workflows are exposed as web services that
can be combined by scientists through graphical work-
flow manager systems like the Taverna Workbench.
The resulting method is presented as a two-level work-
flow system: at the user level, workflows are built
upon web services, while those services turn out to be
workflows as well at the infrastructure level. We have
applied this method to the Astrophysics domain, using
as example a set of analysis tasks of interest for some
use cases of the SKA.

In this paper we describe in detail a proposed
two-level workflow system (Section 2). We then
describe the use case in the Astrophysics domain
(Section 3), we detail the application of this system
to this particular use case (Section 3.2) and review
the collection of implemented services for the anal-
ysis of interferometric data (Section 3.3). We refer
to them as AMIGA4GAS services since they have
been developed within the framework of the 5AMIGA
for GTC, ALMA, and SKA pathfinders project

5http://amiga.iaa.es/p/263-federated-computing.htm

(AYA2011-30491-C02), whose technical objective
was to build a federated layer that facilitates for
astronomers the execution of workflows in hetero-
geneous DCIs. We significantly extend Sanchez-
Exposito et al. [16] by detailing the design of the
COMPSs applications and their deployment on differ-
ent DCIs as well as assessing the advantages and chal-
lenges of the two-level workflow system (Section 4).
Finally, we present our main conclusions in Section 5.

2 Two-Level Workflow System

This system addresses both the need of keeping scien-
tists unaware of the technical complexity behind DCIs
and the problem of exploiting computing resources
efficiently. With this aim, on the one hand it adopts
the SaaS approach, which enables scientists to focus
on the experiment, releasing them from tasks like
installing and updating the software, or configur-
ing the execution framework. And on the other
it uses the COMPSs programming model, which
exploits the inherent parallelism of the applications
in order to achieve an efficient use of the computing
resources.

In this system, the tasks involved in a scientific
analysis are transformed into web services, mak-
ing their orchestration possible through any work-
flow manager system that supports web services (e.g.
the Taverna Workbench). These web services are
building blocks that end-users can combine to cre-
ate scientific workflows, which are called user-level
workflows.

Furthermore, a web service can perform one or sev-
eral analysis tasks. They are orchestrated by COMPSs,
which builds their dependency graph in order to sub-
mit them to the DCIs as concurrently as possible.
Therefore, web services internally execute COMPSs-
based workfows, which are called infrastructure-level
workflows.

2.1 Architecture

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the two-level
workflow system. From the end-user point of view the
infrastructure-level workflows are single web services
that can be combined to build scientific workflows.
End-users would import them into workflow man-
ager supporting web services, and connect them to

http://amiga.iaa.es/p/263-federated-computing.htm
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other services or tools by defining the data depen-
dency between them through the mechanism provided
by the workflow manager. Internally these web ser-
vices invoke COMPSs that orchestrates the execution
of the analysis tasks and submits them to a comput-
ing platform defined by the Federation Layer. This
layer reads the service input parameters, including
the platform where the dataset/s to be analysed is/are
located. Then, it decides the platform where the tasks
will be submitted, based on a set of business rules
that take into account factors like the cost of moving
datasets to other platforms or the platform availabil-
ity, among others. Once the computing platform is
selected, this layer configures the COMPSs frame-
work by providing details about the platform, e.g.
the Workload Management System (WMS) URL in
case of a Grid infrastructure. The Federation Layer
also gathers the user identity (e.g. a pair of user
name and password), matches it with the identity

Fig. 1 Two-level workflow system architecture. The user-
level workflows are built upon web services that in turn are
infrastructure-level workflows. Internally these web services
invoke COMPSs that submits the tasks to a computing platform
previously defined by the Federation Layer

format required by the computing platform (e.g. a
X.509 certificate for Grid platforms), and provides
the COMPSs framework with this user authentication
information.

The goal of the Federation Layer is twofold: to
facilitate user identification and to select the most suit-
able infrastructure for running the tasks depending on
a set of factors. For the former, the Federation Layer
uses the OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language
to provide single sign-on identification, and robot
certificates to prevent users from creating or using
their own certificates. For the latter, the business rules
system quantifies how suitable each computing infras-
tructure is for the current execution. This is done by
means of a mathematical equation, which is composed
of factors inherent to the user (e.g. access permis-
sions), to the task (e.g. size of the input parameters)
and to the computing resource (e.g. resource availabil-
ity). Further details about the Federation Layer will be
presented in [17].

The next layer in the two-level workflow archi-
tecture is COMPSs. In this framework application
developers mark the methods invoked from their
sequential application to be run as remote tasks on
the available resources. COMPSs provides a mecha-
nism based on Java annotations (or Python decorators)
that enables application developers to indicate task
parameters. This model ensures that data dependen-
cies between tasks will be dynamically detected and
enforced when running those tasks. Tasks can share
data through their parameters, which can be objects,
arrays, files and primitive types. The way tasks access
such data defines their dependencies and the inherent
concurrency of the application, which is automatically
exploited by COMPSs. The availability of different
connectors, each implementing the specific provider
API (e.g. Cloud providers), makes it possible to run
computational loads on multiple backend environ-
ments without the need of code adaptation. COMPSs
also provides elasticity features in cloud environments
that allows to adapt dynamically the number of uti-
lized resources to the actual execution needs. The
maximum and minimum number of required VMs
can be specified in the COMPSs configuration. This
enables the Federation Layer to indicate the needed
computing resources based on the information about
the service. For example, if the service groups n
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parallel series of tasks, the Federation Layer would
configure COMPSs to ask for n VMs at least.

2.2 Web Service Granularity

In the two-level workflow system, the tasks involved
in an analysis process are grouped into several
infrastructure-level workflows, which are exposed as
single web services. The service granularity is defined
as the number of analysis tasks executed in the service.

Different requirements determine how to group
analysis tasks. A scientific workflow composed of
web services of low granularity allows the user to
combine the services in different ways, providing
more flexibility to build new experiments. In the
extreme case where a single web service would group
all of the tasks involved in the experiment, this ser-
vice would be seen as a black box by the end-users
since, they will surely not be able to adapt it to their
needs (by e.g. replacing a task or performing opera-
tions on the intermediate data). In general, those tasks
that are usually connected in a straightforward way,
with no manipulation of intermediate data by the end-
user, are candidates to be grouped into a service. On
the contrary, tasks should be grouped into different
services, if the end-user builds different experiments
by modifying the operations on their intermediate
data.

Series of tasks whose intermediate datasets are sig-
nificantly large, should be also grouped into the same
service. This avoids data movement between com-
puting platforms since the tasks orchestrated in the
infrastructure-level workflows are always executed in
the same platform. Therefore, a greater granularity in
the service may reduce its execution time not only
because it benefits from COMPSs’ orchestration capa-
bility but also because there is no extra overhead due
to the communication of intermediate data between
tasks. This statement is also supported by the perfor-
mance evaluation of services with different granularity
described in Section 3.3.

Services that output large datasets should return
references to them instead of the complete datasets. In
this way, services receiving these references will get
the computing platform where the input datasets are
located, so that their Federation Layer can decide to
submit their tasks to this platform.

3 Science Use Case

3.1 Kinematical Modelling of Galaxies

One of the SKA science drivers is the study of galaxy
evolution, where the study of the atomic gas (HI)
plays a key role. Radio interferometers like the SKA
generate data with two spatial coordinate axes and a
spectral axis containing information about the atomic
gas distribution and velocity. Astronomers analyse
these HI datacubes to produce a kinematical model
of the galaxies, key to track perturbations or define
the dynamical structure and hence the distribution of
matter in galaxies.

The kinematic modelling of a galaxy can be per-
formed by means of the so-called tilted-ring model
[18], which consists in simulating the observed HI
kinematics of the galaxy disk as a set of circular, dif-
ferently inclined and positioned rotating rings. Various
software packages exist that allow astronomers to fit
a tilted-ring model to a velocity cube. The Gronin-
gen Image Processing System (GIPSY) [19] is one
of them. It was designed for the reduction of Wester-
bork Synthesis Radio Telescope data. It has evolved
since its creation and now it is able to handle data from
many instruments.

The experiment implemented in this paper
involves three GIPSY tasks: ROTCUR, ELLINT
and GALMOD. ROTCUR derives the kinematical
parameters of a galaxy, including the rotation curve;
ELLINT generates the radial profile of the galaxy
emission taking as input the results provided by
ROTCUR; GALMOD builds a model cube from the
kinematical and geometrical parameters, as well as
the emission profile issued by ROTCUR and ELLINT
respectively.

Users provide a set of input data, some of them
compiled from external catalogues or derived by
visual inspection of the data. It is a common prac-
tice to test different values of them by sweeping a
small range, so as to generate several models. Then the
astronomer assesses which model fits the original data
better. This use case is shown in Fig. 2.

The here implemented services have taken into
account the requirements of future SKA users. The
experience from the SKA pathfinder LOFAR sug-
gests that the copious data flux that the SKA will
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Fig. 2 Use case schema. In order to build a model, the
GALMOD task needs the kinematical parameters and the radial
profile of the galaxy emission, provided by the ROTCUR

and ELLINT tasks, respectively. In this schema, a parameter
space of n combinations is explored, what requires n workflow
executions

generate will need to be distributed to an het-
erogeneous computing infrastructure. In this situa-
tion, a uniform access will be needed to facilitate
astronomers the exploitation of computing resources.
In addition, the SKA will generate individual data
products of several petabytes, what will require min-
imization of data transfer. In order to face this chal-
lenge, the implemented services have been connected
to diverse computing resources, allowing the process-
ing tasks to be executed where the data are stored
and providing an homogeneous way of accessing
them.

3.2 Implementation of the Two-Level Workflow
System for Kinematical Modelling of Galaxies

Next we detail the process of applying the two-level
workflow system to the use case of the kinemati-
cal modelling of galaxies. The initial Sections (3.2.1,
3.2.2 and 3.2.3) describe the implementation of the
layers corresponding to the infrastructure-level work-
flows, also referred to as AMIGA4GAS services,
starting with the porting of the scientific software
to the computing platforms and continuing with the
implementation of the COMPSs applications and the
design of the web service interface. Then, we focus on
user-level workflows in Section 3.2.4.

3.2.1 Deployment of GIPSY on Different DCIs

GIPSY has been deployed on the supercomput-
ing cluster provided by FCSCL, which implements
an Open Grid Scheduler queuing system. GIPSY
has also been ported to IBERGRID platform, the
umbrella under which both the national Spanish and

Portuguese Grid initiative operate. More specifically it
was deployed on the IBERGRID sites that support the
virtual organisation phys.vo.ibergrid.eu. To do this,
GIPSY was first installed on a virtual machine (VM)
with the same operating system and software libraries
expected in a Grid working node. Then, the installa-
tion directory was packed in a tarball to be distributed
by means of the CERN Virtual Machine File System
(CernVMFS) [16], a tool for deploying software in
distributed environments.

3.2.2 Implementation of the Applications
with the COMPSs Framework

The COMPSs runtime system distinguishes two kinds
of nodes: the master node and the worker nodes. The
former executes the main COMPSs application, and is
in charge of detecting the invocation of the applica-
tion tasks, building their dependency graph, launching
them following the order determined by the graph
and transmitting/gathering the required files to/from
the location where the task execution takes place.
The worker nodes (also known as workers) wrap the
application tasks and are executed on the comput-
ing resource, performing the wrapped application task
itself and the communication with the master node.

When one of the AMIGA4GAS services is called,
the master executes the COMPSs application cor-
responding to the service. Figure 3 depicts part of
the COMPSs application for the service rotellint ws,
which executes two GIPSY tasks, ROTCUR and
ELLINT, to calculate the kinematical parameters and
the emission radial profile of a galaxy. In particular,
the left panel shows the code where the COMPSs tasks
are declared; the upper right panel shows the code
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Fig. 3 COMPSs application corresponding to the service
rotellint ws. The left panel shows the code where the COMPSs
tasks are declared; the upper right panel shows the code of the

main application where those tasks are called; the lower right
panel shows the dependency graph generated by the COMPSs
runtime

of the main application where those tasks are called;
the lower right panel shows the dependency graph
that is generated by the COMPSs runtime during the
execution. ROTCUR is executed n times, where n is
the amount of input parameters combinations. Then
ELLINT is executed using as input the results of
ROTCUR.

A set of two configuration files provides the
COMPSs master with the characteristics of the com-
puting platform where application tasks should be
launched. Our implementation holds two sets of con-
figuration files, one for each infrastructure where
the GIPSY tasks can be launched: IBERGRID and
the supercomputing cluster at FCSCL. The COMPSs
master will use one configuration file set or the
another, depending on which platform has been cho-
sen by the Federation Layer.

3.2.3 Design of the Services Interface

The AMIGA4GAS services act as the interface
between the Taverna Workbench and the GIPSY tasks.
Those tasks have a large number of input parameters,
allowing them to perform several kinds of operations.
Handling this amount of parameters in a graphical

workflow manager such as the Taverna Workbench
can be tedious. Reducing the number of input parame-
ters by setting some of them with a default value con-
strains the specific operation that the service will per-
form. This would help non experienced GIPSY users,
since they would not get confused by those parameters
that they do not need. However, expert GIPSY users
may miss some functionalities. Therefore, once the
input parameters related with a graphical/interactive
mode of the tasks were discarded, we took the deci-
sion to focus the services on the operations related to
the kinematical modelling of galaxies, trying to find a
compromise solution between flexibility and usability.
We may still incorporate on demand new services that
would implement more advanced operations to fulfil
the requirements coming from expert users.

Astronomers usually explore different combina-
tions of values for certain input parameters that are
difficult to estimate with accuracy. This repetitive
and time consuming job has been automated to cope
with the large amount of expected data. Therefore,
some AMIGA4GAS services have been implemented
to receive both a single value and a range or a
list of values for these parameters and execute the
specific GIPSY task as many times as the possible
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Table 1 List of the main AMIGA4GAS Services

WS Name GIPSY Tasks Outputs

rotcur ws ROTCUR Kinematical parameters of the galaxy

ellint ws ELLINT Radial profile of the galaxy emission

galmod ws GALMOD A datacube modelling the input one

rotellint ws ROTCUR ELLINT Kinematical parameters and radial profile

modelling ws ROTCUR ELLINT GALMOD Kinematical parameters, radial profile and a datacube model

combinations. Notice that users can also build a work-
flow in the Taverna Workbench that iterates over a
list of values, calling and executing a low granular-
ity atomic service many times in a loop to sweep
the range of values. However, we have observed
(Section 3.3) that the time execution of this Taverna
workflow may be higher since the latency time of
invoking the web service plus the time of receiving its
output slows down the whole execution.

3.2.4 Implementation of User-Level Workflows
for the Kinematical Modelling of Galaxies

The user-level workflows were built upon the
AMIGA4GAS services, combining them in the Tav-
erna Workbench, so as to implement different experi-
ments that can be used as templates. In particular, we
used the Taverna Workbench Astronomy 2.5, a special
edition of the Taverna Workbench that includes sup-
port for building and executing astronomy workflows
based on VO services through the Astrotaverna plug-
in [20], which we have developed in the past. This
plug-in integrates existing VO services as first-class
building blocks in Taverna workflows. Besides, it pro-
vides this workflow manager with astronomical data
manipulation tools.

3.3 AMIGA4GAS Services and Workflows
for the Kinematical Modelling of Galaxies

The AMIGA4GAS services can be imported in the
Taverna Workbench through a 6specific URL. The
access to the services is authenticated through a basic

6https://srv-prj-wsamiga.fcsc.es:8444/
Amiga4GasServiceLadon/soap11/description

user/password mechanism. The 7AMIGA4GAS ser-
vices website contains detailed descriptions of the
services as well as user and programming manuals.

Table 1 lists the main AMIGA4GAS services, the
involved GIPSY tasks and their outputs. The ser-
vices rotcur ws, rotellint ws and modelling ws admit
a range or list of input values, obtaining as many
outputs as possible combinations of these values.

A set of Taverna workflows has been implemented
using these services. Table 2 lists them, together with
the web services involved in each workflow and the
myExperiment ID that can be used to access them in
the 8myExperiment digital library.

The workflows rotellint wf and rotcur ellint wf
procure the same functionality. The difference
between them is that they are built upon services
with different level of granularity. While the former
contains a single web service interfacing two GIPSY
tasks, the latter makes use of two services, each
one implementing one single GIPSY task. The same
applies to modelling wf and rotcur ellint galmod wf.

Figures 4 and 5 represent the workflows
rotellint wf and rotcur ellint wf respectively. For the
sake of clarity, these workflows are shown without
the list of inputs. These two workflows represent dif-
ferent approaches to tackle with the same experiment.
Low granularity web services allow the users to deal
with intermediate data and provide them with more
flexibility. High granularity web services provide a
better performance in terms of execution time.

The rotellint wf and rotcur ellint wf workflows are
formed by one or two AMIGA4GAS services (verti-
cal lines pattern boxes), Taverna tools for extracting

7https://srv-prj-wsamiga.fcsc.es/
8http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/$〈$ID$〉$.html

https://srv-prj-wsamiga.fcsc.es:8444/Amiga4GasServiceLadon/soap11/description
https://srv-prj-wsamiga.fcsc.es:8444/Amiga4GasServiceLadon/soap11/description
https://srv-prj-wsamiga.fcsc.es/
http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/$<$ID$>$.html
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Table 2 List of Taverna workflows

Wf Name WS involved myExp. ID

rotcur wf rotcur ws 4609

rotellint wf rotellint ws 4611

rotcur ellint wf rotcur ws, ellint ws 4610

modelling wf modelling ws 4613

rotcur ellint galmod wf rotcur ws, ellint ws, galmod ws 4612

vo rotcur wf VO services and rotcur ws 4619

vo modelling wf VO services and galmod ws 4620

output data from web services (empty pattern boxes)
and two nested workflows (black pattern boxes) for
plotting the AMIGA4GAS service results. Dotted pat-
tern boxes at the bottom represent the workflow out-
puts. Grey pattern boxes contain some constant values.
In the rotellint wf workflow, the rotellint ws service
executes internally the task ROTCUR, then processes
its output data, calculating the average of the kinemat-
ical parameters of the central rings of the galaxy, and
finally passes the resulting values to task ELLINT as
input data. However, in the workflow rotcur ellint wf,
since ROTCUR and ELLINT tasks are performed by
different web services, the ROTCUR output process-
ing is totally flexible. This is implemented through a
Python script, embedded in the horizontal lines pat-
tern box in Fig. 5, where users can select the galaxy
rings from which they want to extract the kinematical
parameters and perform different statistical operations
on them (e.g. a median).

In order to confirm that a higher granularity
improves service performance, we have compared two

other workflows that only differ in the granularity of
one of their services. We have built a new workflow
called rotcur ellint list wf, from the rotcur ellint wf
workflow. In particular we have changed the rotcur ws
service configuring some of its input ports in such
way they accept a list of values instead of a single
value. This is what in the Taverna Workbench is called
as configuring a service input port with depth 1. In
this way, the Taverna Workbench will call the service
as many times as possible combinations of the ele-
ments in the input lists. Each call will correspond to
a single ROTCUR execution. Therefore, in this case,
the granularity of the rotcur ws service will be 1. In
the initial rotcur ellint wf, the rotcur ws input param-
eters were provided with single values. These values
are character strings following a specific format for
representing lists of values (e.g. numbers delimited
by the ampersand character). In this way, the Taverna
Workbench called the service only once, while the
COMPSs application implementing the rotcur ws ser-
vice recognised the string format and executed n times

Fig. 4 Taverna workflow rotellint wf. This workflow calls
the rotellint ws service, which executes internally the task
ROTCUR, then processes its output data, calculating the
average of the kinematical parameters of the central rings

of the galaxy, and finally passes the resulting values to
the task ELLINT, as input data. Finally, two nested work-
flows (rotcur plot and ellint plot) will plot the rotellint ws
results
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Fig. 5 Taverna workflow
rotcur ellint wf. This
workflow calls the
rotcur ws service, which
internally executes the task
ROTCUR. Then, it gets the
kinematical parameters of
the galaxy by means of a
python script (get data rot)
that processes the rocur ws
results. These kinematical
parameters are received by
the ellint ws service, which
executes the task ELLINT.
Finally, two nested
workflows (rotcur plot and
ellint plot) will plot the
rotcur ws and ellint ws
results

the ROTCUR task, where n is the number of possi-
ble combination of the input values. Therefore, while
in rotcur ellint list wf the iteration over the space
parameter will be done by the Taverna Workbench,
in rotcur ellint wf it was done by the corresponding
COMPSs application.

We compared the completion time for
rotcur ellint wf and rotcur ellint list wf workflows.
In order to avoid completion time variations due to
the intrinsic platform performance, we predefined
the FCSCL Cluster as the infrastructure where the
tasks will be submitted by COMPSs. We executed the

Fig. 6 Diagram comparing the completion time of
rotcur ellint list wf and rotcur ellint wf. Both workflows are
similar, except for the fact that in the former workflow the

granularity of the rotcur ws service is 1, while in the latter it
is 81. The rotcur ellint list wf workflow took about twice the
time than the rotcur ellint wf workflow
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Fig. 7 HI velocity field contours of the CIG85 galaxy and the results of exploring an input parameter range to calculate the rotation
curve of this galaxy (rotcur wf)

workflows in order to explore a parameter space of
81 combinations (4 input parameters of the rotcur ws
service received lists of 3 values). The completion
time of these workflows is shown in Fig. 6. The
rotcur ellint list wf workflow took about twice the
time than the rotcur ellint wf workflow, mainly due
to the 81 web service calls performed in the former
and that are managed internally by COMPSs at the
infrastructure level in the latter.

We have also built workflows upon data discov-
ery VO services. Specifically, the vo rotcur wf and
vo modelling wf workflows integrate two VO ser-
vices that are compliant with the 9DataLink standard
and the 10SIAv2 recommendation. Both of them are
IVOA data discovery protocols. DataLink provides
additional metadata for datacubes discovered with
SIAv2. The SIAv2 service queries a specific datacube
archive, searching for datacubes inside a sky region
specified by the user through e.g. a pair of coordinates
and a search radius. Once the datacube/s fulfilling
the search criteria are identified, the DataLink service
delivers related complementary metadata, including
the datacube/s location. We have used a specific rep-
resentation of the dataset location in order to reference
both image data and datacubes, since the size of this

9http://www.ivoa.net/documents/DataLink/
10http://www.ivoa.net/documents/SIA/

kind of data may be significantly higher than other
service parameters.

Figure 7 contains several images illustrating the
selected science case. The left panel shows an optical
image of a galaxy (CIG85 [21]) with HI velocity field
contours. Those contours are used to get some of the
input values required by the rotcur wf workflow. One
of the results of executing this workflow is a set of
81 rotation curves, which are shown at the right hand
panel of the figure.

4 Discussion

Domain applications are offered in a SaaS deliv-
ery model in our two-level workflow system. The
scientific tasks provided by these applications are con-
verted into web services, which are easily combined
through graphical tools like the Taverna Workbench in
order to implement scientific workflows. This enables
scientists to focus on the scientific functionality of
the applications, releasing them from technical tasks.
However, the conversion of traditional software appli-
cations into web services may not be practical or
useful in some cases. For example, the conversion
of desktop visualisation tools may require excessive
efforts. In other cases, the application functionality
may be reduced. Specifically, the AMIGA4GAS web

http://www.ivoa.net/documents/DataLink/
http://www.ivoa.net/documents/SIA/
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services are able to receive just a subset of the input
parameters for the GIPSY tasks, setting the rest of
them with a default value. This improves service han-
dling in the Taverna Workbench, but it also constrains
the GIPSY task functionalities.

Furthermore, the analysis web services take advan-
tage of the COMPSs programming model in order to
achieve a more efficient use of DCIs. COMPSs dis-
covers the dependencies among tasks, so that it can
execute them as soon as their input data are ready.
Higher granularity services benefit from this COMPSs
capability more than lower granularity services. How-
ever, services grouping several scientific tasks may be
useless in use cases that require manipulation of the
intermediate data according to end-users criteria. In
addition, in this design, the latency due to the inter-
mediate data transfer is reduced by 1) grouping into
the same service series of tasks whose intermediate
datasets are significantly large and 2) implementing
services so that they return references to large output
datasets instead of the datasets themselves. However,
there are cases where it is not possible to avoid trans-
ferring large datasets. Specifically when an analysis
service receives as inputs several references to large
datasets located in different platforms. In these situa-
tions, the Federation Layer of the service will select
the platform where the service tasks will be submit-
ted and hence where the input datasets need to be
transferred.

We have performed a preliminary evaluation of the
performance gain of the granularity approach. How-
ever, more accurate and realistic estimations would be
obtained by using a software application with com-
puting requirements similar to those of the future
tools for the analysis of SKA data. GIPSY is able
to manage datacubes up to 8 GB, while datacubes
generated by the SKA pathfinder LOFAR may reach
several TBs, and the SKA datasets are expected to be
larger.

5 Conclusions

Scientific communities are approaching the data del-
uge challenge through the use of Science Gateways
where scientists can share and reuse tools that effi-
ciently exploit DCIs for analysing and visualising
large datasets. The astronomical community is paving
the way to the SKA, an instrument that once built,

will be the world’s largest radio interferometer by
far, able to reach exaescale data rates. Big Data tech-
niques are being applied to improve the pipelines for
the SKA data processing. However an effort is still
needed in this field to improve the science-ready data
analysis, through advanced services that both exploit
efficiently the DCIs and keep astronomers unaware of
the technical complexity behind these.

This work aims to contribute to these efforts with
a two-level workflow system that at the lower level
uses COMPSs to optimize the use of the computing
resources, and at the higher level provides a web inter-
face to ease the work of astronomers building their
scientific workflows. This system has been applied to
build a set of advanced tools that implement analysis
tasks of interest for those SKA use cases aiming to
perform kinematical studies of galaxies. At the infras-
tructure level, we designed a set of web services with
different levels of granularity to be adapted to dif-
ferent user preferences. These services benefit from
COMPSs to efficiently access computing infrastruc-
tures. At the user level, we developed a set of Taverna
workflows built upon the aforementioned web ser-
vices. They implement different use cases that can be
used as templates, including workflows that combine
kinematical analysis services with VO services. This
system allows executing processing tasks on different
kinds of computing infrastructures, minimizing in that
way the data transfer and hiding the technical details
of DCIs.

This work constitutes the first application of the
two-level workflow system approach to tasks of inter-
est for SKA. As future work we aim to apply this
model to upcoming new software of interest for the
analysis of SKA data. Indeed, it is being applied to
a pipeline for calibrating 11LOFAR data. The high
computing requirements of the LOFAR software will
allow getting more accurate estimations on the perfor-
mance gain obtained by applying this model.
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